
Elle Decor Daily #03: The Events for Tuesday, June 7 Our selection of the 10
must‐see events at

On June 7, Milan Design Week comes into full swing with the
opening of the Salone del Mobile , which this year celebrates its
60th anniversary (for the occasion, we've also discussed how a fair of
this magnitude is born, through an exclusive reportage from Luca
Privitera behind closed doors). Both in and out of the fairgrounds,
these are the must‐see events chosen for today by the editorial staff
of elledecor.it. Vita Lenta Vita Lenta (Slow Life) is the name of the
installation curated by designer duo Finemateria and realized in
collaboration with the Isola Design District. We wanted to create a space that would put all visitors at ease, explains
Gianluca Sigismondi. The project was born from a three‐hour chat. As soon as we learned that we could transform a
city square into a place of art, we spontaneously designed what would become Vita Lenta . Then we modified it over
time, searching for its strength. To realize the curation we did an analysis of our own projects, continues Gianluca, and
we faced the criticalities of the installations we took part in from the past. We noticed that, often, visitors didn't have
the chance to stop, to move freely between the pieces on display. Sometimes the visitor is denied the freedom to
observe a product at 360°, but some of the works need space to be understood. It's such a simple thing that is
overlooked. With this, inspiration came from Japan. The Japanese house , strictly divided by space, boasts poetic
dimensions that have inspired the organization of the installation. Vita Lenta, Piazza Città di Lombardia From June 6 to
12 Divine Inspiration British designer Lee Broom celebrates the 15th anniversary of his brand with Divine Inspiration ,
a curation that presents his new lighting solutions made in diverse materials. Underlying the project is a study on the
world of Brutalist architecture, which led Broom to explore places of worship throughout the centuries and the
monumental design language associated with religious architecture, its interiors and artifacts. Blindarte, Via Palermo,
11 From June 7 to 11 Spanish Apartment During Milan Design Week 2022 , visitors can explore a true Spanish
Apartment in the heart of the city: a real living space to experience and uncover new ways of living thanks to Made in
Spain design. The project comes to us as the brainchild of ICEX ESPAÑA, the Spanish Institute for Foreign Trade, in
collaboration with Elle Decor Italia, and includes 12 Spanish companies active in the world of furniture design.
Interiors are designed by Frederik De Wachter and Alberto Artesani of DWA Design Studio , who have reinterpreted
the spaces of the apartment by constructing a dialogue between a classic architectural system and innovative and
functional design choices, creating a fluid and continuous living space. Spanish Apartment, Via Zebedia 5 From June 6
to 11 Louis Vuitton Objets Nomades For the fifth edition of the Louis Vuitton Objets Nomades exhibition in Milan , the
brand has chosen the spaces of Garage Traversi, a brilliant example of rationalist architecture by Giuseppe de Min,
which after laying dormant for over twenty years, has returned to the city of Milan completely renovated. Among the
collection's new additions, we find the Signature Armchair & Sofa, inspired by terraced fields in China and desert rock
formations in the USA. Designed by Frank Chou, the latest creative to join the Louis Vuitton Objets Nomades project,
they're also the first pieces specially designed for the outdoors, upholstered in a brightly colored Brio fabric by Italian
brand Paola Lenti. Garage Traversi, Piazza San Babila From June 7 to 12 PLUST Collection A sea‐view terrace where you
can find comfort and wellness en plein air : this is how PLUST Collection is presented at Salone del Mobile.Milano (Hall
10, Stand D12), a brand with a strong vocation for the outdoors. Sculptural lights, enveloping chairs and versatile
accessories outline the atmosphere with plenty of room for customization, as the possibilities for modeling material
are explored under the artistic direction of Alberto Brogliato and Federico Traverso. Here, the research and expertise of
the brand has allowed for the creation of color mixes reproducing natural and materialistic textures like granite and
stone, even on products in polyethylene. Salone del Mobile.Milano, Hall 10 Stand D12 From June 7 to 12 Toiletpaper
Street Toiletpaper Street prepares to become an urban hub during Milan Design Week . A point of interest for all
creatives, the building in Via Balzaretti (with twin houses to follow) will transform into a place to be, open during the
days of Fuorisalone and remaining as a permanent public art installation dedicated to the community. In doing so, the
project by Maurizio Cattelan and Paolo Ferrari will renew an invitation to the general public to enter the lipstick
street, enjoying a colorful explosion that affects both architecture and urbanism. The installation, created for
ORGANICS by Red Bull, will be an expression of natural (and artistic) talent that will contribute to the vibrant and
multicolored atmosphere. Toiletpaper Street, Via Giuseppe Balzaretti From June 6 Baranzate Ateliers The Baranzate
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Ateliers project, born from the philosophy of Zaventem Ateliers , expands the Milanese work to the suburbs, framing
creation within a space that's anything but contemporary, and yet still speaks of rebirth. In the interiors of the former
Necchi factory, a series of artists and galleries known within the cultural underground will gather as if in the foyer of a
theater, welcoming visitors in a large space overflowing with history and productivity. The project offers itself to the
public as a crossroads of exchange and sharing for those in the industry (designers, artists, collectors, architects) but
also for those that are curious to find out what happens when free creativity and design crosses the (artificial)
boundaries of an event with global reach. Former Necchi factory, Via Milano, 251, Baranzate From June 6 to 12 Itlas
The keyword here is sustainability, even with bathroom parquet flooring. Itlas , a leader in the creation and
experimentation of natural flooring, uses the Righe Fineline collection to amplify and characterize the total look
concept in the room dedicated to relaxation and personal wellness  without fearing moisture or water contact on
wood floors and wall coverings The series (included in the Itlas Bathroom Project and on display at the Milan Salone
del Mobile 2022), which can be laid both horizontally and vertically to clad floors or walls , is an ECOS product. The
goal? To minimize the waste of raw material processing. Salone del Mobile.Milano, Hall 24 Stand E12 ‐ E14 From June
7 to 12 SUNNEI x Bloc Studios For Fuorisalone 2022, the design of SUNNEI meets the material‐driven approach of Bloc
Studios , spawning a collaborative collection that molds all the typical objects of a dining room in marble. The SUNNEI
x Bloc Studios collection sits at the center of a stage located in the Milanese brand's headquarters. Palazzina Sunnei,
Via Privata Pietro Cironi, 15, Milan From June 6 to 12 Twenty British designer Tom Dixon returns to Milan with Twenty
, a show with twenty products conceived for the company's 20th anniversary. A selection of original creations, some
brand new, others re‐issued and others still in the prototype phase, can be discovered in the Neoclassical atmospheres
of Palazzo Serbelloni. Palazzo Serbelloni, Corso Venezia 16 From June 7 to 12 This content is created and maintained
by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find
more information about this and similar content at piano.io
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